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Temptation, thy name is Ian Lochlan.That was the thought running through Ellie Dawson's head
when her boss offered to escort her to a local vampire bar. Who would suspect that it was owned by
him and that he would be the one to introduce her to all the pleasures of a vampire's kiss?Passion is
a different beast when vampires are involved and Ellie faces love from two very sensual creatures.
Tragedy strikes and Ian relinquishes her into the arms of his best friend - Jasper. Ellie struggles with
the feelings aroused in her by both men but she knows nothing can stop the Hunger.Can she
survive loving two men and the past that continues to haunt her?***Everlasting Hunger is not your
normal vampire romance. These vampires have no problem with a menage, sharing or just sipping
a Drink or two. If you are looking for your typical vampire one on one, then this is not the book for
you.****
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As an avid reader, I enjoy any type of book I can get lost in. Most often times, I find myself to be
able to guess what comes next, and find myself loosing interest at certain points.... But not with this
book! Just as I started to get settled in to an idea..Boom! A twist! I could never guess what was

going to happen next!I was intrigued how each character played into non-traditional relationship
settings; and I look forward to see how they play out in future books. The author left room to
elaborate further on the backgrounds of the characters as well as the progression of them in the
future.I would recommend this book to any lover of romance books or vampire/paranormal book
readers alike (over the age of 18, *wink*)This is a fresh take on vampires written in an adult setting.
Vampire books aren't just for the teens anymore, folks!Can't wait for the next Hunger Mate Series
installment!

There's vampire romance and then there's Everlasting Hunger! This book is what every paranormal
romance author should strive to become. Incredible story telling with the right blend of passion,
legend, and new ideas that have been lacking in another vampire books I've picked up. This is a
sexy bite that should be on every vampire lovers to read list!

I will say I was skeptical as I am not normally a vampire reader but I took a chance and fell in lust
over this series. I can hardly wait for the next book to come out. Ellie, Jasper and Ian are hot
commodity and I am just not sure what is going with Natalie or Mackenzie yet, yikes! The sex is off
the charts and there is lots of it and lots of sharing to go around. Great job!

First a little background info about **ME** as a reader: I do NOT generally read vampire books or
watch vampire shows/movies. In fact, although I have nothing against them, I rarely read
paranormal, fantasy, or science fiction books. Everyone has their preferences... nothing right or
wrong about them. I just prefer sweet, funny, contemporary romances (and some young adult) but
that's just me and what I gravitate towards.Second, a little upfront info about **EVERLASTING
HUNGER**: it is NOT a story about monogamy. In fact, the vampires are very sexualized creatures
in this book and openly share lovers. Although there are strong connections between some of them,
if you're looking for a one girl, one creature read (like I usually prefer) this is NOT for you. Also, this
is the first book in a series just as an FYI.Now, with all that being said, I LOVED this book. It kept
me reading into the early morning hours. The many many sex scenes are steamy without being
raunchy (always a plus) and I think the author does an excellent job of explaining how vampires
became accepted into society. The club is an interesting idea and I love that vampires search for
centuries to find the one person that can satisfy their hunger.In the beginning I wasn't sure how I felt
about Ellie, but she grew on me. Ian is a hottie, no question about it and Jasper... well, honestly I
was a little creeped out by Jasper at first. But after all the drama went down, and seeing how he

handled it all beautifully, he turned out to be my favorite character.I was hesitant to read this one,
like I said, it isn't my usual genre. But I'm glad I did, it really surprised me. I definitely look forward to
the next in the series!!! Oh, and make sure there is plenty more Jasper, mmkay?

This book follows Ellie Dawson as she is introduced to the vampire world club scene. Her boss, Ian,
is a vampire and part owner of the Vampire Club, Everlasting. He agrees to escort Ellie and give her
a firsthand look into the workings of a Vampire Club. Ellie doesn't know that humans entering the
club will be used as `drinks' or that those drinks will come with some heavy duty erotic
feelings.There was a lot of sex and sex related stuff going on with the book. Vampires are portrayed
as very sensual creatures that enjoy lots of touchy feely action with their `drinks'. They are not
one-woman type men and even if you are chosen as a mate, you can expect your vampire hunny to
be after any sexy `drink' they can get their hands or mouths on.This book definitely goes beyond
sizzling romance and lands with a hissssss right onto the Erotica category. This book will melt your
prude-o-meter at 500 feet.** Note **I received this book free from the author and Pure Textuality in
exchange for an honest review. I received no chocolate or any other compensation in exchange for
my review.

Everlasting Hunger is brilliant take on vampire romance. The story is incredible and weaves the
legend with passion keeping you on the edge of your seat waiting to see what will happen next with
these amazing characters. If you are looking for monogamy, this is not the book for you. However, if
you are ok with lots of sensuality shared between multiple partners, this will keep you reading all
night long. It was very hard to put down.

I was pleasantly surprised with this novel, as the author has taken a refreshing approach to
vampires. Unlike the norm, our beloved creatures of the night aren't possessive of their loved ones
and allow them a certain freedom that only makes their love stronger. The erotic scenes are mind
blowing and the characters are tasty! Everyone was intelligent, quick witted, and relatable. I was
enchanted by the exciting story line that delivered a climatic ending, although I didn't want it to end
at all. Leaving room for the next installment, the author has gained from me a devoted fan.Pick up a
copy of this delightfully sinful novel, you won't be sorry!I received a copy of this novel in exchange
for an unscripted and honest review.
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